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integrated blinds



Integrate your blinds with your windows 

using our stylish INTU blinds. Suitable for tilt 

and turn windows as well as glazed doors, 

you can maintain the use of your windows 

and doors allowing you to open and close 

them with the blinds in place. Fitting the 

blinds into the window without the use of a 

frame gives a beautiful and elegant finish.

With no drilling or screwing required to fit 

them in your home, they are both quick to fit 

and easy to clean. 

There are so many different options to 

choose from which complement your home. 

You’ll be sure to find the perfect blind.

No holes, no screws...just style!
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Find your match
Ideal for tilt and turn windows in kitchens, bathrooms, 

bedrooms, conservatories and caravans as well as for

bi-fold doors.

INTU is available in Hive, Pleated, Venetian & Roller 

blinds including Privacy and Micro options.

Our wide range of Hive. Pleated & Roller fabrics 

or Venetian slats include blackout, reflective and 

textured options giving you a wide choice of colours, 

designs and finishes.

Match your window frame to our selection of white, 

silver, brown and anthracite finishes to complete 

your look.

Find out more about all of the options available at 

www.intublinds.co.uk
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Do you have bi-fold doors or compact spaces 

where you might struggle to find a blind to fit? 

Then our slimline INTU Micro system has been 

designed for you! 

With a smaller fabric pleat size, you can choose 

from a range of Hive and Pleated fabrics which 

can be used in both bi-fold doors and windows, 

requiring a more compact blind option. 

Complement your window or door frame with 

our choice of white, brown or anthracite rail 

colours and complementary endcaps.

To give you complete peace of mind,

this system is also entirely child safe.

.
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INTU Privacy

For those who would like some improved privacy 

or security from their Venetian blinds, why not 

consider INTU Privacy.

Venetian Blinds offer optimum light control, but 

our Privacy options takes this one step further. 

With no visible holes in the Venetian slat, Privacy 

gives a more complete closure in your window, 

minimising light gaps when the blind is in the 

closed position. This brings both a feeling of 

privacy, but also increased security when you are 

on holiday or away from home.

Choose to operate your blind with either a top 

or wand control to best suit your room. Our top 

tilt control allows you to operate your blind with 

no wands or cords for a beautiful, sleek finish. 

Complement your window with our choice of 

white, brown, silver or anthracite rail colours.

To give you complete peace of mind,

this system is also entirely child safe.

.
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If you’re looking for your blind to bring you 

something extra, then our Hive Cellular Fabrics 

may be your ideal choice.

Hive offers an improved cellular pleated 

structure that provides increased heat blocking 

and sound absorbent capabilities as well as 

anti-static properties.

The unique cellular design will help trap air in an 

insulating layer, blocking heat from the sun and 

helping to keep your room at a lovely ambient 

temperature.

Hive fabrics are available in a wide range of Plain, 

Blackout, Fire Retardant and Luxury Designs. 

Also available in Micro, a neater cell size ideal 

for bi-fold doors or compact spaces.

Browse our full range of Hive fabric colours on 

www.intublinds.co.uk

elegance
Energy-saving
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INTU blinds have a stylish, curved fascia 

giving a sleek, modern appearance.

The streamlined bottomrail completes 

the blind with style and elegance.

Elegant    
style
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CHILD SAFE
PRODUCT

.
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Quick to install, no drilling 
or screwing

Multi-zone option available

Open doors or windows with 
blind in place

Child safe blinds
No loose cords or chains

Perfect for bi-fold doorsBeautiful headrail

Simple to operate

Larger side extrusions to reduce 
light gaps and improve privacy
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For safety & style.

Designed to fully address concerns over safety, 

the INTU range is child safe by design.

The INTU system’s neat and simple control options 

eliminate unnecessary free-hanging cord loops, 

creating one of the safest blinds you can buy. 

Make sure you have peace of mind! 

Pleated

Hive

Venetian

Roller
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Child Safe
by design
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www.stylestudio.co.uk   |   www.intublinds.co.uk

Eclipse actively supports the 

BBSA ‘Make it Safe’ Initiative

CHILD SAFE
PRODUCT

.

.

INTERACTIVE
VISUALISATION

PLATFORM

LET YOUR      ...  
BLINDS COME TO LIFE

Your            blind retailer:

www.intublinds.co.uk/designspace
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